Outline of Final presentation

The major area that should be addressed in the presentation are given below

1. Title Page: (1 slide)
   a. Topic: Specific and General Area
   b. Team members

2. Concise Problem Statement (1-2 slides)
   a. If possible outline business and technology components of problems

3. Details of your Research effort (6-8 slides)
   a. Choose 2 or 3 major areas of your research effort and explain the most significant aspects of the technology and how it relates to and address the problems outlined in the problem statement.

4. If building a prototype (1-2 slides)
   a. State the scope of the prototype. This is, its functional capability. Clearly state how the functional capability relate to the technology you have researched

5. Summary and Conclusion (1-2 slides)

If you are working in a group you can designate a member of the group to do the presentation. All member of the group are required to respond to questions.